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Book Descriptions:

4 in 1 convertible crib manual

For cribs that came with an included toddler rail, please see the manual for your specific crib. If you
need additional help, please contact us. You can learn more about how we use cookies by reviewing
our Privacy Policy. If your toddler rail was included with your crib, please see the manual for your
specific crib. If you do not see your product or need an older version of a manual, please contact
us.You can learn more about how we use cookies by reviewing our Privacy Policy. We have 1 Graco
3250247 Lauren 4 In 1 Convertible Crib manual available for free PDF download Assembly
Instructions Manual. The focal point of any room, this special crib can be converted to a toddler bed,
a daybed, and a fullsize bed. Made for the moments. It is certified by the Juvenile Products
Manufacturers Association JPMA and meets or exceeds all applicable American Society for Testing
and Materials ASTM International and Consumer Products Safety Commission CPSC safety
standards. After all, we’ve been making nursery furniture for decades, always focusing on the
details, so you can concentrate on what matters most family. That means being committed to safety,
comfort, innovation, and being here when you need us. It’s our promise—from our family to yours. If
you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. More are
on the way.Just click on the PDF below that corresponds with your furniture item and you can print
out a brand new one. Need help understanding the assembly steps or how to convert your crib.
Watch the brief four minute instructional video below. Sometimes its just easier to understand the
process when you can watch someone actually doing it. If you still need help, please give us a call.
Were here to help! We feature a Bailey Collection crib in the video. We are committed to excellence
and want our customers to be completely satisfied. Please fill out the form below and we will reach
out to you when conversion kits are
available.http://everintelconsulting.com/upload/202009082015216399.xml

graco benton 4-in-1 convertible crib manual, graco solano 4-in-1 convertible crib
manual, kalani 4 in 1 convertible crib manual, davinci 4 in 1 convertible crib manual,
delta 4 in 1 convertible crib manual, graco 4 in 1 convertible crib manual, naomi 4-
in-1 convertible crib manual, piedmont 4-in-1 convertible crib manual, davinci kalani
4-in-1 convertible crib manual, graco lauren 4-in-1 convertible crib manual, 4 in 1
convertible crib manual, davinci kalani 4 in 1 convertible crib manual, devon
convertible 4 in 1 crib manual, graco lauren 4 in 1 convertible crib manual, graco
freeport 4 in 1 convertible crib manual.

All packages will be left outside the main entrance of your home or building. The crib’s smooth lines
provide a timeless look that will take your little one from baby to big kid. There for every milestone,
this crib is built from the best materials and converts into a toddler bed, daybed and full size
bed—making it the only bed your child will ever need. Start with the highest setting and lower as
baby grows. Its versatile 4in1 design ensures its the only bed your child will ever need. We test our
products above and beyond the federal standards so you can sleep soundly knowing your little one is
safe. We have 8 cutting edge test labs around the world where we ensure our products live up to
rigorous testing standards. Start with the highest setting and lower as baby grows. Its versatile 4in1
design ensures its the only bed your child will ever need. We test our products above and beyond the
federal standards so you can sleep soundly knowing your little one is safe. We have 8 cutting edge
test labs around the world where we ensure our products live up to rigorous testing standards. Shop
our collection of nursery furniture, kids furniture, cribs, baby strollers, mattresses, beds and more
products. Along with their own furniture collections, Delta ChildrenFrom Disney to Nickelodeon,To

http://everintelconsulting.com/upload/202009082015216399.xml


help babies and kids sleep better, top of the line crib andAnd don’t forget aboutWe ship only to the
US contiguous 48 states. If you do not see your product or need an older version of a manual, please
contact us. You can learn more about how we use cookies by reviewing our Privacy Policy. Use
furniture polish or lemon oil on the wood as needed. Avoid prolonged exposure to moisture.6. Ensure
all parts and components are present before beginning assembly.7. DO NOT use power tools.8.
CAUTION Adult assembly required.9. Estimated assembly time is two and a half hours when 2
people are assembling.Please make sure you have all parts before beginning
assembly.http://texenco.com.vn/uploads/userfiles/comic-life-instruction-manual.xml

Please wait until all steps arecompleted before tightening bolts. Be sure the top of the “T” nut has
the slots facing out. KEEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE. Before and after assembly, and
frequently during use, inspect crib for damaged hardware, loose joints, missing parts or sharp
edges, DO NOT use crib if any parts are missing or broken. DO NOT substitute parts. Infants can
suffocate on soft bedding. Never add a pillow, comforter or padding. To reduce the risk of SIDS,
pediatricians recommend healthy infants be placed on their backs to sleep, unless otherwise advised
by your physician. Strings can cause strangulation. DO NOT place items with a string around a
childs neck, such as hood strings or pacifier cords. DO NOT suspend strings over a crib or attach
strings to toys. To help prevent strangulation, tighten all fasteners. A child can trap parts of the body
or clothing on loose fasteners. Infants can suffocate in gaps between crib sides and a mattress that
is too small. DO NOT place crib near window where cords from blinds or drapes may strangle a
child. If refinishing, use a nontoxic finish specified for childrens products. DO NOT leave child in crib
with side lowered. A damp cloth may be usedoccasionally to clean surface. Dry immediately. Do not
use any abrasives that may damage the finish.Excessive exposure to sunlight and extreme changes
in temperature and moisture can damage woodfurniture.If the crib is to be stored, store in a cool dry
place and carefully package all original hardware to protectfrom loss. STANDARD FURNITURE
ENTERPRISE LIMITED WARRANTYSTANDARD FURNITURE ENTERPRISE warrants its product to
be free from defects in material andworkmanship and agrees to remedy any such defect. This
warranty covers 1 year from the date oforiginal purchase. This warranty is valid only upon
presentation of proof of purchase. This is solelylimited to the repair or replacement of defective
furniture components and no assembly labor isincluded.

This warranty does not apply to any product which has been improperly assembled,subjected to
misuse or abuse or which has been altered or repaired in any way. This warranty givesyou specific
legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from State to State. 5 1. Drawer Front
Panel PARTS LIS T 2. Drawer Right Side Panel 3. Drawer Left Side PanelQTY 3 pcs Front Front4.
Drawer Back Panel QTY 3 pcs QTY 3 pcs 5. Drawer Bottom Panel 6. Crib Right FrameQTY 3 pcs QTY
3 pcs QTY 1 pc7. Crib Middle Frame 8. Crib Left Frame 9. Crib Front Frame Up FrontQTY 1 pc QTY
1 pc QTY 1 pc10. Crib Back Frame 11. Crib Left Front Post 12. Crib Left Back PostQTY 1 pc QTY 1
pc QTY 1 pc13. Nut End Crossbar 14. Top Crossbar 15. Top Middle Crossbar UpQTY 4 pcs QTY 2 pcs
QTY 1 pc 6 PARTS LIS T16. Bottom Middle Crossbar 17. Back Bottom Crossbar 18. Top Panel Up Up
FrontQTY 1 pc QTY 1 pc QTY 1 pc19. Divider Panel 20. Bottom Panel 21. Shelf Panel FrontQTY 1 pc
QTY 1 pc QTY 2 pcs 24. Hollow End Cross Tube22. Mattress Support Post 23. Nut End Cross
TubeQTY 2 pcs QTY 4 pcs QTY 6 pcs25. Front Rail 26. Extra Changer Back Post 27. Moving Drawer
Front PanelQTY 1 pc QTY 1 pc QTY 2 pcs28. Moving Drawer Side Panel 29. Moving Drawer Middle
Bottom Panel 30. Moving Drawer Side Bottom PanelQTY 2 pcs QTY 1 pc QTY 2 pcs 7 31. Moving
Drawer Post PARTS LIS T 32. Moving Drawer Crossbar 33. CrossbarQTY 4 pcs QTY 2 pcs QTY 1
pc34. Safety Belt 35. Large Caster 36. Small CasterQTY 1 pc QTY 7 pcs QTY 4 pcs37. Adapter Plate
38. Left “S” Connecter 39. Right “S” ConnecterQTY 2 pcs QTY 2 pcs QTY 2 pcs40. Changer PadQTY
1 pc 8 HARDWARE LISTA. Tightly fasten the 11 Allen bolts with Allen wrench A.Back a D 38 7 A11 7
b Back 7 FrontLeft Right24. As your child grows and is able to stand, mattress support must be
lowered. Place the moving drawer upside down on a 36 nonabrasive surface such as carpet. Place
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changer pad 40 above the safety belt 34. Make sure warnings are always visible.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69495

Pull the head of belt goes through the fourth lattice of the crib middle frame 7, repeat the end of belt
goes through the top panel of Crib right frame 6 as shown in instruction a.41. When using changer,
make sure that safety belt is fastened around your child, Adjust it so safety belt is snug around your
childs midsection. Take the drawers out of the changer, place the crib down on a nonabrasive
surface such as carpet.45. Remove the large casters 35. To protect your floor and the crib legs after
pulling the large casters 35 out of the crib, make sure the plastic sheaths are on the crib posts.46.
Unclamp the Allen bolts with Allen wrench A to remove the crib front frame 10.47. The position of
the mattress support must be in the lowest position. Tighten the bolts with hands. These bolts will
need to be adjusted up or down to allow for connection to bed rail. The adapter plates can be
adjusted up or down to match your bed frame. Tighten all bolts once you have your bed rail
adjusted.Note Bed frames are not supplied with this system, but can be purchased at mattress
stores. Store all of the parts from the sleep system such as mattress support, crib front frame and
fasteners which are not used for the Full Size Headboard in the original cartons if available to
prevent damage and allow reuse. 28 . If the assembly instructions did not come in the box with the
Graco Solano 4in1 Convertible Crib with Drawer, you may download a copy from our website here If
the assembly instructions did not come in the box with the Graco Solano 4in1 Convertible Crib with
Drawer, you may download a copy from our website here. Shop ShopMessage Stylish designs to
discover daily. Shop ShopMessage Classic home. Comfortable cost. Shop ShopMessage The best of
modern, priced for real life. The finish on the arched metal frame and decorative ball castings resists
scuffs and scrapes to give your child a durable and stylish place to sleep.

http://dieter-sauter.com/images/canon-mp360-printer-manual.pdf

The metal mattress support adjusts to 3 different heights to keep your baby in their crib for longer
as they grow. The Crib fits a standard size crib mattress not included. The Crib meets or exceeds the
CPSIA. Constructed with sustainable New Zealand pine wood, and finished with nontoxic materials,
the Grove is stylish as it is safe. Enjoy the classic understated beauty of the Grove crib as your child
grows from infancy into the grade school years; the Grove crib features four adjustable mattress
positions and is designed to convert from crib. The crib easily converts from crib to toddler bed,
daybed and fullsize bed. Featuring stylish rounded spindles, a solid frame, and turned out feet. Made
with solid New Zealand pine wood and screened for harmful chemicals to ensure it meets
Greenguard Gold Certification for your babes safety. An included toddler bed conversion kit allows
you to seamlessly convert from crib to toddler bed to daybed as your babe grows. Material Wood;
Solid Wood Lead Free Yes Convertible Yes Conversion Types Day bed; Toddler bed Number of
Mattress Height Settings 4 About year ago I purchased this 3in1 crib from Wayfairer.com. Initially I
was very pleased with crib, however; about 56 months into using the crib I noticed large chunks of
paint missing from the cribs top railings. I think the chipping happened and continues to happen
when I change the cribs sheets. I often rest the mattress on top of the crib while swapping out the
sheets. Now that my baby is older and is pulling herself up to stand while in the crib, I noticed tiny
tooth marks that have also chipped paint from the railings. Basically, Im very concerned that my
daughter is eating paint. I think that this is an unacceptable problem to have with a crib. A crib
should be durable enough to withstand the changing of sheets and a babys mouth. A crib should be
safe and should hold up to a babys use. This was an expensive crib.

https://difumarket.com/images/canon-mp41dhii-manual.pdf

I wanted to invest in something nice because I expected it to be safe and to last. Signature heirloom
style and solid wood spindle posts are paired with easy assembly and convertibility for use beyond
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the nursery years. Crib converts to toddler bed and daybed, with wheels included for mobility.
Match with this Changing Table to complete the collection. With its classic arched headboard, sturdy
construction, and versatile style, the Benton is the perfect choice for your babys nursery. Designed
to adapt to your growing baby, the Graco Benton is equipped with a 3position adjustable mattress
support base and can convert into a daybed, toddler bed, and fullsize bed. JPMA certified and
compliant with all applicable ASTM International and CPSC safety standards, the Graco. The frame
is made from sturdy metal for years of use and the powdercoating adds a unique style to your childs
bedroom. As a crib, the mattress adjusts to 3 heights to keep your child safe as they get older. A
toddler rail is included to easily switch from crib to toddler bed. Designed to adapt to your growing
baby, the Storkcraft Equinox 3in1 Convertible Crib is equipped with a 3position adjustable mattress
support base, and can convert from a crib into a daybed and toddler bed. JPMA certified and
compliant with all applicable. This crib grows with your child; seeing them through from birth to
college. Material Solid Wood Lead Free Yes Convertible Yes Conversion Types Day bed; Toddler bed
Toddler Guard Rails Part Number 151 We purchased this bed in the Espresso and the color is better
looking in person than online. I researched several cribs and for the price and ratings we decided to
go with this one. This is a very wellmade beautiful crib and I am 100% satisfied with the purchase.
The changing table comes with a pad but you have to buy the mattress. One thing I was looking for
in reviews is what bed to get, will it fit.

Cribs are required to be a standard sizes and the mattress are standard sizes as well. But if you
begin searching some mattresses have different dimensions. Plus I read other reviews and some
people complained there was a gap which is a huge NO. This is also a 21 bed, so for infant to
toddler, you just flip the side. This does not come with the conversion kit, but read the side rails are
not worth the money. So you can read all the reviews on Amazon, just research Sorelle Tuscany
conversion kits. Pros WellMade, Excellent Price, Beautiful. Designed to adapt to your growing baby,
the Hillcrest is equipped with a 3position adjustable mattress support base, and can convert into a
daybed, toddler bed, and fullsize bed. JPMA certified and compliant with all applicable ASTM
International and CPSC safety standards, rest easy knowing that the Hillcrest is backed by
Storkcrafts 1year limited. Featuring a graceful silhouette, the gentle curves on the headboard mix
well with the planked panels below. This longlasting crib is outfitted with a threeposition mattress
height adjustment to accommodate your growing baby. This Redmond 4in1 Quality construction will
last for years. Strong metal mattress support adjusts to two heights. The Crib is constructed of solid
wood with a nontoxic finish and wrought iron style hardware and accents. I think i like it even more
in person. It fits perfectly with our rustic themed boy nursery. The stain is a little darker in person
than the pictures show it to be. This item was out of stock for a while not only at wayfair but at
several other stores. Wayfair was fabulous in keeping me up to date and emailed me the moment it
came back in stock. I ordered the crib right away and it must of been fresh out of the factory
because it reeks of varnish. Luckily we have a month or two to air it out before baby comes. The
instructions were not the clearest but we had it all together in about an hour. The wood is solid and
It seems very sturdy.

moveisgarciadigital.com.br/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-
upload/server/content/files/1626bfdc7ed493---compustar-remote-start-installation-manual.pdf

Take this crib for example Featuring a Cape Codinspired design, it is perfect for traditional
aesthetics and can accommodate children ages 060 months. This piece can also be converted into
four types a day bed, fullsized bed, and toddler bed, for different stages of your child’s life. It is
crafted from solid pine wood and does not include a mattress. Truly timeless, you’ll fall in love with
its versatile design over and over again. A onetime investment that will provide a secure sleep space
for your baby from birth and on, its versatile design allows you to convert it from a crib to a toddler
bed, daybed, and later to a fullsize bed Toddler guardrail and fullsize bed rails are not included.

http://dag.ru/moveisgarciadigital.com.br/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bfdc7ed493---compustar-remote-start-installation-manual.pdf
http://dag.ru/moveisgarciadigital.com.br/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bfdc7ed493---compustar-remote-start-installation-manual.pdf


Converts to a toddler bed, day bed, and fullsize bed for use long past the nursery years. We love the
drawer for extra storage. Crafted of solid wood in a clean white finish, this crib strikes a rectangular
silhouette with vertical slatted rails and a threeposition mattress base. Rounding out the design, the
attached changing table comes complete with a changing pad, a security strap, and two storage
selves underneath for all your babys essentials. When baby outgrows the crib, this design easily
converts to a toddler bed. The attached changing table features a waterresistant changing pad, and
3 concealed drawers and 3 open shelves for plenty of storage. Designed to adapt to your growing
baby, the Portofino is equipped with a 3position adjustable mattress support base, and can convert
from a crib into a daybed, toddler bed, and fullsize bed. The Wooster’s clean lines and bold angles
give it a sleek, minimalist design while detailed multilevel paneling makes for a distinctive
centerpiece that fits effortlessly into any space. A removable front panel allows the Wooster to
seamlessly transform into a stylish daybed and with optional conversion rails toddler bed, letting
your crib adapt to your family’s changing needs. Exactly like pictured.

Designed to adapt to your growing baby, the crib is equipped with a 3position adjustable mattress
support base, and can convert from into a daybed, toddler bed, and fullsize bed. The attached
changing table features a waterresistant changing pad with safety strap, and includes 3 concealed
drawers with 2 shelves for plenty of added storage. My one complaint is that all the drawers are a
bit off.In fact the big drawer on the bottom seems to come off the track easily. The powdercoat on
the arched metal frame is easy to clean and can be incorporated into your existing decor. The
upholstered side panels add a decorative touch for an updated look. The metal mattress support
adjusts to 3 different heights as your child grows. Crib fits a standard size crib mattress not
included. The headboard features framed planking surrounded by the mitered border with look
brackets. The beautifully designed midcentury modern styling of this 4in1 Convertible Crib boasts
clean lines and canted legs that will add freshness to the room. The Roscoe 3 in 1 Convertible Crib
easily converts into a toddler bed or daybed and has three mattress height positions. No loose
screws or bolts mean it was designed and engineered with added safety since the hardware is
preinstalled. Material Solid Wood Lead Free Yes Convertible Yes Conversion Types Day bed; Toddler
bed Toddler Guard Rails Part Number AQ603WHT1 Love the simplicity of this crib. Packaged well
and easy to put together. Combining traditional appeal with timeless clean lines, this GreenGuard
Gold Certified crib is constructed of 100% natural solid New Zealand pine wood. Offers easy
conversion to a toddler bed, daybed and fullsize bed. The Pacifics attached changing table features a
waterresistant changing pad with a safety strap and 2 open shelves for plenty of nursery storage.

Designed to adapt to your growing baby, this crib is equipped with a 3position adjustable mattress
support base and can convert into a daybed, toddler bed, and fullsize bed. JPMA Certified and
compliant with all applicable ASTM International and CPSC safety standards, shop with confidence
knowing that. The crib features an arched headboard, airy slates that provide a clear view to the
baby, and an attached changing table that will allow you to tackle diaper changing and dressing with
ease. The change open shelf and two drawers provide enough storage space for toiletries and your
babys favorite outfits. It is designed to adapt to. It is very very well made and pretty easy to put
together. My husband did it in an hour or so. And that was by himself. I would definitely recommend
this crib. I love the changing table and storage also. The details inspired by craftsmanship allow you
to coordinate your baby’s room with almost any style. This crib has 3 mattress positions available
and is crafted from pine wood. Please note that the toddler and adult rails are not. Crafted from solid
pinewood, it showcases a paneled design and boasts a solid neutral finish for a look that
complements nearly any color palette and design aesthetic. Best of all, it can easily change from a
crib to a daybed, making it a musthave for newborns and toddlers alike. Plus, it’s founded atop four
locking casters so you can reposition it with ease. Material Solid Wood Lead Free Yes Convertible
Yes Conversion Types Day bed Number of Mattress Height Settings 3 For the price you pay, this is a
great convertible crib. You have to make sure you read the details of the product before you buy it



and now what is included and what is not, because the picture is NOT what you will get. I like the
size it fits just perfect as I wanted it. This crib is engineered from New Zealand pine wood, which
ensures years of reliable use.

It is available in multiple finishes, letting you choose the one that best suits your child’s room. The
convertible crib features casters and locking wheels making it easy to move from one room to
another. It is convertible and can be easily folded whenever needed. This Tian Folding. Material
Solid Wood Lead Free Yes Convertible Yes Locking Wheels Yes Since I was expecting twins, I had to
downgrade to two mini cribs, instead of two full size cribs. However, my decision is not short of
anything but FANTASTIC. I purchased the espresso color, which looks exactly how espresso is
expected to look. It folds perfectly and the wheels make it easy to use from room to room, especially
if you dont want to purchase additional unnecessary merchandise, such as a bassinet or cradle. It
truly is unnecessary with this crib. The sweetheart headboard adds a feminine touch and the
drawers on the changing table make everything within reach. Our crib’s adaptable design and dual
function make it the perfect gift. Easy to put together also. Wish that it had an option to swap the
changing table to the opposite side. Created to provide safe sleep from infancy through the grade
school years, the Meadow Crib easily converts from crib to toddler bed, daybed and fullsize bed.
Constructed with quality materials, the Meadow Crib ensures optimal safety for your child and will
hold up well even after years of use. The stacked panels surrounded by the substantial molding make
this full panel crib a beautiful addition to the nursery. This Quinn Convertible Crib transitions easily
with each stage of growth; from crib to toddler and day bed and finally, a fullsize headboard. First
one had some issues peeled, paintbrush hair on the paint, not well sanded passing a hand by some
areas you could feel the splinters. Wayfair customer service was great and sent a new one as fast as
possible. New one was in mint condition.

This mini crib has a solid wooden construction, which keeps it strong and durable for several years
to come. It includes a foam mattress with polyurethane filling for durability and comfort. The stylish
and graceful crib is available in various finishes, letting you choose the one that best suits your
child’s room. It can hold a weight of up to 35 pounds. The crib can be easily folded and is portable.
This crib was PERFECT for both. I opted for a crib rather than a packn play because I wanted
something more sturdy and longer lasting for when he gets older and heavier. The height adjustment
is wonderful as it doubles as a bassinet and then lowers for when he starts to sit, stand and pull
himself up. This crib is quick and easy to assemble, and easy to fold up and put away if I ever have
guests stay over night. His mother could never understand why he would sleep at my place but not
so much at home and I told her babies like to be wrapped and feel secure. This crib is roomy enough
for him to move around but also cozy enough for him to feel safe and secure not like the bigger
cribs. I also purchased a breathable crib surround, not only is it safer than those padded ones
smothering but it keeps his arms and legs from going through the slats if he moves around when hes
asleep. Crafted from pine, these piece sports a neutral finish and a cleanlined silhouette that’s
capable of keeping up with your child’s evolving style. For even more function, this combo design is
complete with two open shelves, two drawers, and a changing table including a foamfilled changing
pad that can double as. It took my husband and I about 2 hours to assemble. It is very solid and
sturdy, I would say it is a great quality for the price wayfair is offering compared to other cribs I
have seen on the market. The service and delivery was faster then expected and nothing was missing
from packing. It features clean lines and a spacious, builtin trundle for a beautiful and practical
nursery.

The mini crib grows with your child with its four different mattress height positions and converts
into a mini toddler bed, daybed, and twinsize bed to grow with your child conversion kits sold
separately. This ornate, but not ostentatious crib, has a beautiful applique at the top of all end
panels as well as the left and right side rails and works with any decor for a boy or girl. This crib



also passes all ASTM, American society for testing and material, standards and each model is tested
by independent laboratories for compliance with all regulations for both CPSC and ASTM. The
sturdy frame and full panel headboard combined with the gentle curves of the side rails will bring a
softness to the nursery. The Pembrooke boasts natural elements like its sturdy wood construction
and stunning full panel wood headboard. These elements are accentuated by the Pembrooke’s
striking natural rustic finish, which is achieved. It is a little lighter than the pictures online show, but
I knew that before buying because of other reviews. Made my husband time himself putting this
together and him and my Dad did it in 27 minutes. They said it was super easy. Great quality! Even
comes with exchangeable knobs for the dresser. Dresser came completely assembled. Featuring a
large drawer underneath the crib and changing table with one compact drawer and two spacious
shelves, this crib offers an abundance of storage space for all of babys belongings. The crib converts
four ways from a fullsize crib to a toddler bed, to a daybed, to a fullsize bed mattress and full size
conversion rails sold separately. After converting to a fullsize bed, the detachable changer with an.
Combining campaign and modern style, this charismatic crib is crafted with sturdy wood
construction and features a full panel headboard, vertical slats footboard, and simple post style legs.

Sleek and safe, this crib comes equipped with four mattress positions that allow you to adjust the
height of the platform as your child grows. When your child is ready, the Benbrook conveniently
converts from a crib to a daybed, toddler. Crafted from solid poplar and engineered wood, this piece
boasts curved crown moldings, raised paneling, and an open, slatted design for a transitional look.
Its neutral finish is versatile enough to complement any color palette you dream up. Plus, the
mattress height can adjust to. You’ll love the character it adds to your baby’s space with its solid,
gently arched headboard and airy slats. Designed to Delta Children’s standards of quality, design
and longevity, the Archer 4in1 Crib is JPMA certified to ensure your child’s safety, plus adapts from
a crib to a toddler bed, daybed and fullsize bed to provide a secure sleep environment for years.
Featuring plenty of modern touches, it boasts a sleek xshaped base and bold twotone finish. Crafted
from strong and sturdy pine wood, this multipositional crib converts to a toddler bed, daybed and
fullsize bed, and is JPMA certified, ensuring it meets the highest standards in safety. Its sleighstyle
silhouette adds enduring elegance to your child’s bedroom from birth into their teen years. Their
products are amazing and of good quality. I purchased this crib for our youngest in the white and we
just love it. It’s very sturdy and super simple to put together. I think it took a total of 30 mins to get
it all set up. I also love the simple fact that the way the legs are shaped that the crib sits away from
the wall even if it’s pushed all the way up against it because it doesn’t rub up against the wall and
leave those pesky marks. To convert to a fullsize bed, adult rails must be purchased separately. The
crib is designed to grow with your child over the years.
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